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Duffy the driver and Jack the guard are playing I Spy. Duffy spots... an aeroplane and a boat There's lots more to see on the Little Red Train
and small children will love searching the illustrations and learning new words.
? I Spy With My Little Eye: Trains? Let your kids have fun with trains and colors! In this book your kids will be asked to find different Trains!
With each page your preschooler is asked to find a different Train among many things that go. Each activity page is preceded by the Train
which should be found! This activity book includes: ? Trains, Steam Trains, High speed Trains etc. ? Each task is connected with kind of
Train! ? Printed all in color on the high quality paper ? Glossy cover All of above makes it a perfect gift for all kids loving things that go! Click
buy and let's find all of them!
A great diary/ log book for any Train enthusiast, Information and notes can be recorded 100 pages
A journey on a train provides excitement, nice scenery, and pleasant anticipation. Series developed in conjunction with the internationally
acclaimed authority on language and literacy teaching, the Centre for Language in Primary Education.
Author's trip on the Trans-Siberian Railway.
On a Train JourneyWhat Can You Spot?Collins
Ride the rails of the night train in this beautifully rendered journey conducted by renowned artist Wendell Minor and frequent collaborator
Robert Burleigh. Rhyming, lyrical text describes the sights and sounds of a nighttime journey from country to city on a passenger train in the
1940s. Largely painted in black and white, breathtaking illustrations feature pops of color as the train continues its trip until the full-color
spectrum appears as dawn breaks and passengers arrive at the station. A nostalgic and innovative choice for readers fascinated by trains.
SMALL ENGINES, medium-sized engines, and large engines—everyone has problems with those Troublesome Trucks. But there are cranes
of all sizes, too, and they are always ready and able to be Really Useful and help out!
The New York Times bestselling author of Beautiful Exiles conjures her best novel yet, a pre-World War II-era story with the emotional
resonance of Orphan Train and All the Light We Cannot See, centering on the Kindertransports that carried thousands of children out of Nazioccupied Europe—and one brave woman who helped them escape to safety. In 1936, the Nazi are little more than loud, brutish bores to
fifteen-year old Stephan Neuman, the son of a wealthy and influential Jewish family and budding playwright whose playground extends from
Vienna’s streets to its intricate underground tunnels. Stephan’s best friend and companion is the brilliant Žofie-Helene, a Christian girl whose
mother edits a progressive, anti-Nazi newspaper. But the two adolescents’ carefree innocence is shattered when the Nazis’ take control.
There is hope in the darkness, though. Truus Wijsmuller, a member of the Dutch resistance, risks her life smuggling Jewish children out of
Nazi Germany to the nations that will take them. It is a mission that becomes even more dangerous after the Anschluss—Hitler’s annexation
of Austria—as, across Europe, countries close their borders to the growing number of refugees desperate to escape. Tante Truus, as she is
known, is determined to save as many children as she can. After Britain passes a measure to take in at-risk child refugees from the German
Reich, she dares to approach Adolf Eichmann, the man who would later help devise the “Final Solution to the Jewish Question,” in a race
against time to bring children like Stephan, his young brother Walter, and Žofie-Helene on a perilous journey to an uncertain future abroad.
Early one morning the little train wakes up in his home town, Little Snoreing, and decides to go on an adventure. He chugs and puffs his way
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through villages, past castles and over bridges. But soon he gets tired, and the big city is a bit scary... there's only one thing for it; he'll have
to head back! THE LITTLE TRAIN, Graham Greene's first children's book, was originally published in 1946 with Ardizzone's illustrations
commissioned 28 year later. First published by The Bodley Head in 1974, this new edition brings the classic little train back to life for a whole
new generation.
A woman hiding a deadly secret. And the man who went in search of adventure, but found himself in danger ... Gary Nelson has a routine for
the commute to his rather dull job in the city. Each day, he watches as a woman on the train applies her make up in a ritual he now knows by
heart. He's never dared to strike up a conversation . . . but maybe one day. Then one evening, on the late train to Gipsy Hill, the woman
invites him to take the empty seat beside her. Fiddling with her mascara, she holds up her mirror and Gary reads the words 'HELP ME'
scrawled in sticky black letters on the glass. From that moment, Gary's life is turned on its head. He finds himself on the run from the Russian
mafia, the FSB and even the Metropolitan Police - all because of what this mysterious young woman may have witnessed. In the race to find
out the truth, Gary discovers that there is a lot more to her than meets the eye . . . Readers love Alan Johnson and The Late Train to Gipsy
Hill 'A fast-moving plot ... expertly told. The fact it comes from the pen of a former Home Secretary makes the rich security detail all the more
powerful' Alastair Campbell 'Espionage, the Russian Mafia and a gorgeous female on a train with a deadly secret' Fiona Phillips 'Johnson's
writing style is easy, relaxed, self-deprecating . . . impressive' Observer 'Johnson writes wonderfully' Telegraph 'This boy can write . . .' The
Spectator
Your little astronaut will be thrilled with this fun-packed Space Coloring and Activity Book for Kids. This activity book for kids contains spacethemed puzzles, mazes, dot to dots, color by numbers, picture matching, word searches, coloring pages, and more. Includes pictures of
planets, rockets, spaceships, astronauts, aliens, earth, moon and stars. Both educational and entertaining, it provides hours of fun and
educational space-themed amusement. This kids activity book features: Large 8 1/2 x 11 inch pages Printed on heavy-duty pure white paper
Printed single side for ease of removal and display More than 60 pages of activities Space word search Space connect the dots Space
mazes Space step-by-step drawing tutorials Space coloring pages
'An unbelievable talent' - David Walliams From multi-million bestselling author Jacqueline Wilson and inspired by E. Nesbit's timeless classic,
The Primrose Railway Children is a gorgeous, heartwarming story of family secrets and new adventures. Sit back and enjoy the journey!
Phoebe Robinson loves making up stories - just like her wonderful, imaginative Dad. When he mysteriously disappears, Phoebe, Perry,
Becks and their mum must leave everything behind and move to a small cottage in the middle of nowhere. Struggling to feel at home and
missing her Dad terribly, Phoebe's only distraction is her guinea pig Daisy. Until the family discover the thrilling steam trains at the railway
station and suddenly, every day is filled with adventure. But Phoebe still can't help wondering, what is Mum hiding and more worryingly is
Dad okay?
Brevity is the soul of beauty in these tiny masterworks of short short fiction Gorgeously translated by Lydia Davis, the miniature stories of A.
L. Snijders might concern a lost shoe, a visit with a bat, fears of travel, a dream of a man who has lost a glass eye: uniting them is their
concision and their vivacity. Lydia Davis in her introduction delves into her fascination with the pleasures and challenges of translating from a
language relatively new to her. She also extols Snijders’s “straightforward approach to storytelling, his modesty and his thoughtfulness.”
Selected from many hundreds in the original Dutch, the stories gathered here—humorous, or bizarre, or comfortingly homely—are something
like daybook entries, novels-in-brief, philosophical meditations, or events recreated from life, but—inhabiting the borderland between fiction
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and reality—might best be described as autobiographical mini-fables. This morning at 11:30, in the full sun, I go up into the hayloft where I
haven’t been for years. I climb over boxes and shelving, and open the door. A frightened owl flies straight at me, dead quiet, as quiet as a
shadow can fly, I look into his eyes—he’s a large owl, it’s not strange that I’m frightened too, we frighten each other. I myself thought that
owls never move in the daytime. What the owl thinks about me, I don’t know.
A classic espionage thriller from master storyteller Graham Greene ‘One of the most important British writers of the twentieth century - he
brought something undeniably new to fiction’ Daily Telegraph Carleton Myatt meets Coral Musker, a naïve English chorus girl, aboard the
Orient Express as it heads across Europe to Constantinople. As their relationship develops, they find themselves caught up in the fates of the
other passengers and drawn into a web of espionage, murder and lies. WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY CHRISTOPHER HITCHENS
Packed with exciting information about all types of trains, and with interesting photographs of each, this book is sure to turn even the longest
train journey into a game. Just wait and see - it wonâe(tm)t be long before they have enough points to claim an i-SPY On a Train Journey
certificate! From locomotives and freight trains to castles and cathedrals, you can spot all sorts of interesting things you might not expect on a
train journey. This i-SPY book includes hundreds of interesting things to spot on your travels, so keep an i-SPY out wherever you go! âe¢ spy
it âe" up to 200 fun things to spot around you âe¢ spot it âe" tick it off when you see it âe¢ score it âe" score points for each spot and send off
for your official i-SPY certificate Children will love using this fun and fascinating i-SPY book!
Passenger trains and electric trains. Here come the trains. All aboard!
A beautiful story about friendship, solidarity and loyalty as shown by the animals in a northern forest. Guided Reading Level: L, Lexile Level:
620L
Keep little travellers busy with this fun-filled i-SPY activity book. Packed with puzzles, photos and things to spot on a train journey for hours of
entertainment. It's bursting with boredom-busting puzzles including wordsearches, mazes, spot the difference, and more, plus there's lots of
things to spot on a train journey and points to score. Whether in the car, waiting at the airport, on the train, or on holiday i-SPY activity books
provide hours of fun on kids' travels!
LIBERTY LADY is the true story of a WWII bomber and its crew forced to land in neutral Sweden during the Eighth Air Force's first largescale daylight bombing raid on Berlin. 1st Lt. Herman Allen was interned and began working for his country's espionage agency, the OSS,
with instructions to befriend a businessman suspected of selling secrets to the Germans. Soon Herman fell in love with a beautiful SwedishAmerican secretary working for the OSS, their courtship unfolding amid the glamour and intrigue of wartime Stockholm. As Swedish
newspapers trumpeted one of the biggest spy scandals of the war, two of the main protagonists walked down the aisle in a storybook
wedding presided over by the nephew of the King of Sweden.
When Duffy the driver is told to keep on going until the lights change, that's exactly what he does - so he doesn't even notice that he's driven
the Little Red Train right under the Channel to France!
Frances Brody's eleventh Kate Shackleton mystery is sure to delight readers of Rhys Bowen and Jacqueline Winspear. Two murders. A oneway ticket to trouble. And it's up to Kate to derail the killer. London, 1929. In the darkness before dawn, a railway porter, unloading a special
train from Yorkshire, discovers a man's body, shot and placed in a sack. There are no means of identification to be found and as Scotland
Yard hits a dead end, they call on the inimitable Kate Shackleton, a local sleuth, confident her local knowledge and investigative skills will
produce results. But it's no easy task. Suspicion of political intrigue and fears of unrest in the Yorkshire coalfields, impose secrecy on her
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already difficult task. The murder of a shopkeeper, around the same time, seems too much of a coincidence. The convicted felon was found
with blood on his hands, but it's too tidy and Kate becomes convinced the police have the wrong man. By then it's too late. Kate finds herself
in a den of vipers. The real killer is still at large, and having tinkered with Kate's car, nearly causes her to crash. Not only that, but Scotland
Yard has turned their back on her. As Kate edges toward the shocking truth, she's going to need all the strength and resourcefulness she can
muster to uncover this sinister web of deceit.
A Caldecott Honor Book Red caboose at the back, orange tank car, green cattle car, purple box car, black tender and a black steam engine .
. . freight train. In simple, powerful words and vibrant illustrations, Donald Crews evokes the rolling wheels of that childhood favorite: a train.
This Caldecott Honor Book features bright colors and bold shapes. Even a child not lucky enough to have counted freight cars will feel he or
she has watched a freight train passing after reading Freight Train. Donald Crews used childhood memories of trains seen during his travels
to his grandparents' farm in the American South as the inspiration for this timeless favorite.
Set in the backdrop of the chaotic, volatile events in Russia at the end of the Cold War, A Train To Potevka will take you on an incredible,
winter's journey across Great Mother Russia along the 6,000-mile Trans-Siberian Railway. This fascinating story about an American
intelligence agent from a small town in the Rockies is a tale of failed espionage, escape, and survival. A Train To Potevka is a story of
sacrifice, hope, and second chances. It is about love of family, home, and country. Most of all, it is a testimony to the basic goodness of man
and the compassion and concern of a loving God.
Draws the viewer's eye to notice a transportation-related object in each of the well-known paintings represented in this work.
The Number One Russian bestsellerSpy School:Train your Memory Like a KGB Agent by Denis Bukin is part spy-story, part brain gym as test
yourself against the techniques that produced the most skillful spies the world has every seen. Full of puzzles, tests tricks and brain hacks,
learn the secrets to a vastly improved memory and see if you have what it takes to be a Russian spy.
This is a collection of stories which celebrate the fascination of trains and railways - stories of danger and menace, stories of happiness and
laughter, spy stories, love stories, murder stories, and, most of all, ghost stories.You'll take mysterious stories on strange, unearthly trains,
shovel coal on a steam engine, meet unexpected passengers on Eurostar, run into something very dangerous in an Indian tunnel, see a
disaster magically averted in Australia, and encounter a famous rock star (is he really dead?) on theCalifornian Zephyr.Many of the stories
have been specially commissioned for this book from well-known children's authors such as Geraldine McCaughrean, Adele Geras, Hilary
McKay, Douglas Hill, John Gordon, and Alison Prince. Others are classic stories by writers such as William Mayne, Eleanor Farjeon, and
E.Nesbit.
Annotation. Here is an announcement! The train approaching platform two is full of stolen goods . . . Mr Track is the train driver, and Mrs
Track is the driver's wife. Toby Track is their little boy and he is exceptionally good at jumping onto stolen trains and rescuing them from
crooks!A hilarious Happy Families picture book from master storyteller, Allan Ahlberg.
This text stimulates children's observational skills and makes learning about train journeys fun.
When Max is sent to Istanbul to stay with her boring Great Aunt-Elodie, little does she expect to be plunged into a thrilling nighttime adventure
across Europe. Max must find her feet in a whirling world of would-be diamond smugglers, thieves and undercover detectives. Will she
discover the real diamond thief before they reach their destination?
Beat the boredom and take time out from screens with this pocket-sized book packed with facts, photos and fantastic spots for hours of fun!
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Kids will have fun collecting points with more than 100 car badges to find. From Jeep and Fiat to Lamborghini and Lada, they'll learn about all
different cars and their unique logos. And once they've scored 1000 points, super-spotters can claim their official i-SPY certificate and badge.
With more than 30 i-SPY books to collect, there's something for everyone! For even more automotive fun check out i-SPY Cars (ISBN
9780008386504).
Trains hold a fascination for just about anybody, and this lift-the-flap history of locomotion tells it all, from Stephenson's Rocket to the bullet
trains of today.

"In April 1945, the funeral train carrying the body of Franklin D. Roosevelt embarked on a three-day, thousand-mile odyssey
through nine states before reaching the president's home where he was buried. It passed with darkened windows; few gave
thought towhat might be happening aboard. A closer look inside the train, however, would reveal a Soviet spy about to leak a state
secret, a newly widowed Eleanor Roosevelt, who just found out that her husband's mistress was in the room when he died, and
the entire family of incoming President Harry S. Truman. The thrilling story of what took place behind the Pullman shades, where
women whispered and men tossed back highballs, has never been told. On the occasion of the sixty-fifth anniversary of FDR's
death, Klara chronicles the action-packed three-day train ride during which, among other things, Truman hammered out the
policies that would galvanize a country in mourning and win the Second World War"--Provided by publisher.
Winner of the Book of the Year, Children's Fiction at The British Book Awards, 2021 Winner of the Books are My Bag Readers
Award, Children's Fiction 2020 'A thrilling and hugely entertaining adventure story' – David Walliams Adventures on Trains is a
major mystery series from bestselling authors M.G. Leonard and Sam Sedgman. First stop is The Highland Falcon Thief, a
breathless train journey full of deceptions, puzzles and clues to solve. Beautifully illustrated by Elisa Paganelli. Harrison Beck and
his Uncle Nat are enjoying the final journey of the Highland Falcon, Britain's most famous steam train. But when a precious jewel
goes missing, Harrison and his new friend Lenny find themselves at the centre of the investigation. Can they solve the mystery
and catch the culprit before they reach the end of the line? Hear whispers in the dining car, find notes in the library, and unknown
passengers among the luggage as you help Harrison to solve the mystery aboard one of the world's grandest trains. Join Hal and
Uncle Nat on the next stops in this thrilling series, Kidnap on the California Comet, Murder on the Safari Star and Danger at Dead
Man's Pass. 'A chuffing triumph' – The Times, Children's Book of the Week 'Like Murder on the Orient Express but better . . . a
terrific read!' – Frank Cottrell Boyce, author of Millions. 'A first-class book' – Telegraph
David Green decides to travel thousands of kilometres from Moscow to Vladivostok on the iconic Trans-Siberian line. On the train
and in the many Siberian outposts he stops at he meets a wide range of ordinary Russian people - from a group of Beatles-singing
babushkas to soldiers and struggling entrepreneurs - with situations arising that are at times comical, awkward or poignant.
Travelling in third class, he learns to adhere to the train's unwritten social codes and to navigate the unfamiliar environment of
Siberia, occasionally shadowed by security agents.
Beat the boredom and take time out from screens with this pocket-sized book packed with facts, photos and fantastic spots for
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hours of fun!
The instant New York Times Bestseller soon to be a major Apple TV series with Brie Larson. 'Reads as if a John le Carré
character landed in Eat Pray Love' - New York Times ‘Best book of the year’ - Tom Marcus, author of Soldier, Spy Do you have
what it takes to stand between us and the enemy? "I’m here to prevent a major and imminent attack. One that will kill children.
I’m alone and operational in the country where my colleague was taken and beheaded, and every hour I’m delayed is another
hour for something to go wrong - for an informant to disclose my location, for the source I’m meeting to cancel, for the attack to go
boom. The fear injects my thoughts with venom." Amaryllis Fox was recruited by the CIA at the age of 21 in the aftermath of 9/11.
After an intense training period – where she learns how to master a Glock, get out of flexicuffs while in the trunk of a car, withstand
torture, and commit suicide in case of captivity – she is sent undercover to keep nuclear, biological and chemical weapons out of
the hands of terror groups. Posing as an art dealer, she is sent on countless dangerous missions around the globe. Each time, the
stakes become even higher and the risks more terrifying. Determined to stop the masterminds, Amaryllis’s quest will almost
destroy her, until she realises that the only way to actually defeat the enemy is to have the courage to sit across from them... and
listen. In this explosive first-hand account – filled with suspense and plot twists to rival Carrie Mathison in Homeland – Life
Undercover is an edgy story of an undercover CIA operative, hunting the world’s most dangerous terrorists, using deception and
disguises and dead drops in the night in order to protect our streets. Revealed in never-before-seen detail, Amaryllis offers
compelling insight that can only come from having fought on the front lines.
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